HEAVY
SOUL #32
Editorial
Welcome to another edition of
Heavy Soul! – it’s been a while
since the last one, but I’ve been
mega busy concentrating on the
vinyl side of HS – and quite a
line-up too; January’s new 7” by
PAUL ORWELL sold out in ten
hours, whilst the second single
by Norwich’s ROPE STORE is
doing very well too – March will
see the third 7” by THE
MAGNETIC MIND, the debut LP
by THE SEE NO EVILS as well as
Paul Orwell’s ace Organized LP,
from which a 7” will precede it
and not forgetting the return of
the Addison brothers in
CORDUROY INDUSTRIES and
their new 7”which leads up to
the Heavy Soul! Showcase on
Saturday 16th April in London
which marks 10 years of Heavy
Soul as a label and sees PAUL
ORWELL, THE MAGNETIC MIND
and THE SEE NO EVILS playing
live with DJ Boogaloo Tramp –
all details are within HS 32.
Please enjoy!
Ciao, Adam

DAVID
BOWIE
1947 –
2016
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WHAT’S GOING ON – News from around the globe
Final WHO box set
The third and last box set in the trilogy of The Who’s singles is due
in May this year, concentrating on their Polydor era up to the last
single from 2015 “Be Lucky”. Included along with “Athena”, “Don’t
Let Go The Coat, “5.15”, “Squeeze Box”, “Who Are You” etc in the
fifteen vinyl set is an unreleased “Eminence Front” which only
made it to the sleeve proof stage. A twenty page booklet is also
supplied for a rather hefty price tag of £117.99

STEVE CRADOCK – DJ!

“Here Comes The Nice”
Small Faces book
Even if you can’t play a guitar,
this is still a nice book to own.
Paul Weller has chosen the
fifteen songs within and scribed
his reasons for inclusion with
Ronnie Wood penning the
introduction on the revised book,
which originally came out ten
years ago.
Also included are unseen
photographs, a brief history and
an interview with the fan club
secretary, the sadly recently
departed Pauline Corcoran.
132 pages and priced at £18.99

The effervescent guitarist of
Ocean Colour Scene, Paul
Weller etc and a recording
artist in his own right has
now also signed up for a
weekly show on Brum Radio,
which as you can imagine, is a
Birmingham based show,
with Steve (and wife Sally)
hosting from 4pm on Fridays

PEGGY MOFFITT
jumpsuit?

The coolest of the 60s
supermodels has, at the age of
70, created her first fashion
line with “Peggy Moffitt
Athleisure” – a range of yogabased skintight capri leggings
and sports bras, along with
more outré stuff like a sheer
jumpsuit.
Great interview on The Cut
website where she states her
thoughts on today’s fashion;
What do you think about
fashion today?
“I don’t really think there is any
“I Was Thinking Of
fashion now. I think there's
Getting A Gun”
style. Pick up a fashion
Spider from Quadrophenia, also
magazine. There are four pages
known by his real name Gary Shail
of editorial and the rest is ads,
has penned his memoirs and they
and those ads are about
should read for some interesting
cosmetics, hair, and nail polish,
reading; After Quad, Gary went on to lipstick; they're very rarely
star in Metal Mickey as well as
about clothes. There are maybe
working with Paul McCartney on “No 12 pages of editorial
More Lonely Nights” and Michael
photographs of very
Caine. He also lived the lifestyle with uninteresting clothes”.
it, which is documented in the near
So what do you think the
300 page book. Available now from difference is between fashion
Amazon, “I Think I’m On The Guest
and style?
List” retails at around £20 for the
“Style is personal”.
hardback book and it’s on Kindle for Still the best Peggy
@ £7.

QUADROPHENIA –
The Sequel – “BEING”
Well, sort of…. Staying with former
Quad actors, Dave, also known as Mark
Wingett is fronting a campaign to
raise funds for a follow-up to Quad,
albeit with a deeper core this time –
raising the plight of carers and the
workload they have to endure.
The story is set around Buddy, who
cares for his mother who suffers from
Multiple Scleroris. Bullied at school,
he befriends a character called Doley
(Wingett) who share a love of ‘60s music and become friends. Director Devlin Crow explains "I have
always had an affinity with Quadrophenia due to growing up in Brighton and remembering the Mod
gathering and scooters then.
“My youth and view of Brighton is fused with the film and the Mod scene. The outsider element at the
core of the film focuses on young carers who battle caring for love ones, the dynamics of parent and
child is upturned causing strain. Their efforts go unnoticed by the larger society”
Again set in Brighton. Another Quad actor is involved – Ferdy, actor Kevin Laird.
The film is asking for funding on the website; www.kickstarter.com

HEAVY SOUL! RECORDS SHOWCASE NIGHT
SATURDAY 16th APRIL – “Sinbin” @ Plough & Harrow, Leytonstone
Come and join Paul Orwell, The Magnetic Mind and The See No Evils in celebrating
ten years of the Heavy Soul! Label. Started in 2006 with The Shake! and their
“Troubled Scene” 7”, there has been over 75 releases
so far with more planned in 2016.
Previous releases have seen The
Strypes, The 45s, Button Up, The
Moment, The Kumari and many
more.
DJ for the night is Boogaloo Tramp
with entry set at £7 with tickets
available to pre-book from the
Heavy Soul! Website or if there are
any left on the door @ £8

If We Communicate For
Two Minutes Only.....
A few bits of info for Jam fans; The
Jam Literary Event at The Cockpit,
London on 4th June sees the usual
suspects talk about their (and mine)
favourite band including Paul Weller’s
sister and fan club secretary Nicky.
Starting in October From The Jam ,
featuring Bruce Foxton, take their A &
B Sides tour on the road, where I
would imagine they will play all the
bands singles….

The return of ‘Well Suspect’

1. Samuel S Parkes – Let Me Go
2. Dave’s Doors of Perception – Falling
3. The Mads – What I Need
4. Men of North Country – They Don’t
Know
5. Private Jones – I Got By In Time
6. French Boutik – Mieux Comme Ca
7. Dogtooth – Get In Get Out
8. The Get Go – Nutbush City Limits
9. Aunt Nelly – So Sad
10. New Street Adventure – Be Somebody
11. Smashing Time – Don’t Try So Hard
12. Andy Lewis – the Best of Days
13. Soldiers of Soul – Raw
14. The Moons – Everyday Heroes

The Well Suspect label threw out some great material
back in the early 1980’s before turning into
Countdown and becoming a subsidiary of Stiff
Records; Fast Eddie’s “My Babe” (1982) and The
Merton Parka’s unreleased single “Flat 19” (1983)
were followed in ’84 by the excellent “Beat Generation
& The Angry Young Men” which featured a lot of the
earlier Mod Revival bands (Les Elite, the Directions,
LTS, Purple Hearts, Small Hours).
2016 sees original creator Eddie Piller team up with
Corduroy’s Richard Searle for the reinvention of the
label which will be kick-started by a 7” from Corduroy;
a live take from 1992 of “Chowdown" and a CD / LP
compilation of current bands in the shape of "
Generation Mod” which will be out in the middle of
May this year (track list left).
A mixed bunch of Parisian flair from French
Boutik, nu-soul from New Street Adventure. 60’s Beat
from Aunt Nelly alongside some of Piller’s Acid Jazz
label bands like Men Of The North Country, Andy Lewis
and The Moons. Some raucus Rhythm & Blues are
provided by The Get Go and The Mads.

The Style Councillors
Great to see a tribute act to Weller’s other band
out and about and by all accounts the people
behind it have got it pretty much nailed on from
the sound and look including the “TSC” patches…
After a couple of gigs in March in Manchester and
Kingston Upon Thames, the band hit
Littlehampton on July 30th and what looks like a
great gig at the 100 Club on 9th September. For
full details including tickets etc go to the bands
site;

Secret Affair
The band behind a string of ’79 Revival classics
like “Time For Action”, “My World” etc have plans
for a new 7” on their own I-Spy label for later in
the year following on from their “Soho Dreams”
album from 2014 pluss a string of live dates…

45s of desire

You must believe me
No matter what the people might say
The Impressions You
You must believe me
Must Believe Me
Darling it just didn't happen that way
Anything to do with Curtis is more than alright with me
No, no it just didn't happen that way
and during his involvement with The Impressions he
wrote and sang on some of the most sublime Soul music
You've come home with something on your
recorded in recorded in the 1960’s. A long term
mind
favourite of the early Modernist crowd, the tracks they
Darling, tell me, why are you crying?
knocked out compares to anything written by the
You say, "Be serious," no time for fun
Holland-Dozier-Holland team at Motown; “People Get
While trying to tell me, something that I've done
Ready”, “Meeting Over Yonder”, “You Always Hurt Me”,
The things you heard couldn't be denied
“I Need You”, “I Can’t Satisfy” and this beauty put out in
But before your opinion, listen to my side
1964 on ABC-Paramount in the US and HMV in the UK.
A pleading love song to a partner pleading his
And you must believe me
innocence after being seen at a party with another girl,
No matter what the people might say
Curtis explains his side of the story with the eloquence
You must believe me
you would associate him with. A #15 hit on the US Pop
Darling it just didn't happen that way
chart
No, no it just didn't happen that way
Whoa, it's alright
Whoa, it's alright
Girl, you're wrong to believe what was said
For you see nothing could ever be that bad
Though the talk is now all over town
Darling, you know I'd never put you down
True, her and me were at the party as guests
There's nothing else to say about whom I love
best
And you must believe me
No matter what the people might say
You must believe me
Darling it just didn't happen that way
No, no it just didn't happen that way
Whoa, it's alright
Whoa, it's alright
Whoa, it's alright
Whoa, it's alright
Songwriters: MAYFIELD, CURTIS

THE SPECIALS …..
on tour again
Just down to three original members now, the
Two tone legends will be trawling through their
back catalogue again later this year – dates to the
left.
After the sad demise of John Bradbury, the
drumming duties will be taken by Libertines’ Gary
Powell, a more than able replacement, who will
be taking a break from his band who have
enjoyed a very productive revival themselves.

It's A Jazz Thing
Jazz Poetry –
Improvisations
In Language
(Jason Disley)
Some of the greatest bands to record over
the last sixty plus years have fused the
world’s of poetry and jazz together to create
a movement within a movement and raise
both social and political conscience;
Gil Scott-Heron
The Last Poets
Galliano
All classic bands who understand the history
of jazz and the connection with poetry.
Another who “gets it” is Jason Disley who has put
together a second collection of poems inspired by the
music he loves in the shape of Jazz Poetry –
Improvisations In Language – a Kindle only (at the
moment) release full of mental imagery of Miles,
dance, style, chic, Monk, coolness and;
Mellow harmonies'
earthy grooves of soul jazz
speedy, hard-hitting rhythms of be-bop
jittery, atonal forays of free jazz
Best we ask the man himself about the project

A fantastic idea – what is the inspiration
behind it?
“I have recently been listening to quite a
bit of Jazz, thanks primarily to, and because
of Mark Baxter's and Lee Cogswell's
excellent project about Tubby Hayes - " A
Man In A Hurry", it sparked memories of
when I first really got in to listening to Jazz
in the late 80's. About the time I also first became aware of writer's like Jack Kerouac,
William Burroughs, and Allen Ginsberg, plus also the Acid Jazz scene. It was this interest
and realisation of how "Cool" Jazz was, that, I was seduced by the genre. I was always into
the Mod Scene, but more as that of an observer. I was brought up listening to a lot of
music, especially Soul music, but living in Manchester, the Rave scene and Madchester
scene were very prevalent. So naturally I used to go to the Haçienda with my friends, and
various other clubs and parties. But as I evolved and became less of a Raver, so I returned
to what really captured my attention. The whole idea of being a "Mod", and as I began to
follow this path I embraced the different and diverse attributes of Modernism. Modern Jazz
just being one of those elements. This collection of poems is essentially an extension of
that. There are many influences, but the real inspiration is that of great music, style and
improvised rhythm's”.
Which came first – the music or the poem, was each poem written
with a selected track in mind?
“Some of the poems, such as "Lady in Satin" are influenced by
either a piece of music or a particular album. In this case Lady in
Satin a Billie Holiday album, inspired me to write a poem about
Lady Day. Her life was so hard and tragic, yet like many great
artist's has left a legacy of songs that are poignant and relevant
today.
"Strange Fruit" for example, one of the first real Civil Right's songs to be sung, still moves
me because I know what it is about. The poems about various Jazz musicians in the

be sung, still moves me because I know what it is about. The poems about various Jazz
musicians in the collection, are there because of the music. That is what has come first.
The structure of the poems are spontaneous, and improvised. They are there as they
have been created. Very much in the same way Jazz greats such as Charlie Parker would
record in one take a tune for an album. Its the spontaneous improvisation, that can
sometimes capture a moment, almost in the same way a photograph can. It's the magic
of that moment being set that interests me”.
The Man In The Green
The actual concept is excellent, what sort of music / artists are
Shirt:
you recommending Gil Scott-Heron, Galliano, bit of Miles and
Hear his horn blurtMonk?
The Birth of “All of the above! Music that has depth and soul from any genre is
Hey!
important. I love Gil Scott-Heron, his work strikes a chord, that I
I dig this!
appreciate. He put his views forward eloquently and powerfully,
Brushes snare
with great music backing him up. Likewise Galliano. Back in the
Entrapping the inner
day when I was reading The Face, and ID magazine, and first
aural yearnings,
heard the term Acid Jazz, I became aware of Galliano, on listening
Pah pah pah de pah
to Frederick Lies Still, on a cassette a mate had I was like "Wow
Three button and and a
this is amazing!" It was the Jazz, and powerful delivery that struck
hook
me. It was fresh. I've admired them ever since”.
Vent.
Miles Davis, is an icon. My poem "The Man In The Green Shirt" is
Sack jacket
inspired by the cover photo of his album Milestone's. In it Miles is
Ivy style
wearing an Ivy League Oxford Cloth Button Down shirt that is a
light green colour. A shirt that has inspired many a Mod, Jazz and
Ivy League fan stylistically. Miles is to me the epitome of cool. The poem is my homage
to that coolness.
Thelonious Monk is just one of the many great characters of
Jazz.
A musical genius with a style of piano playing that is
enthralling to watch. His appearance is also iconic. The
beard, the shades, that in photo's reflect the piano's keys,
and the variety of hats he wore just help to inspire. I couldn't
not include a poem about him”.
Jazz and poetry have gone hand in hand since its creation,
with Jazz Poetry having its own genre thanks to people like
Sterling Brown, Michael S. Harper, Ezra Pound and even
Beat poets like Jack Kerouac – how do you rate these
pioneers?
“They are all great writer's that's a given. But for me. it’s The
Beats that inspire me the most. OK, they may have been
considered as the pre-runner's to the Hippies, with their anti
establishment views, spirituality, and drug use. But their
lust for life, and getting their kicks, and living in the
moment, also make them be appreciated by Mods too. Jack Kerouac is greatly inspired
by listening to bebop Jazz musicians, and that helped me to seek out music by those
artist's, like Charlie Parker, and Miles Davis. Also the idea of writing spontaneously
appeal's to me. Get your ideas down straight away. It’s the honest way, that way".

The good times of early hip-hop are also aligned to jazz poets, could you see your
poetry put to music at some point?
“I would love to see my poetry put to music. I am not a singer, I have an awful voice. But
have had the pleasure years ago of a local band actually take one of my poems and put
music to it and perform it at a gig to me. It was a wonderful surprise. The singer was a flat
mate at the time and he borrowed the poem without my knowledge. I am glad to say
though, that he did credit me as the lyric writer of the song at that time, and did not make
out he had written it. More recently, I attempted in an amateurish way recording a couple
of poems on SoundCloud over the top of some Jazz in the background for a bit of fun. But
that was more of an experiment than anything serious”.
How long did the whole collection take to write?
“It actually only took a few weeks, maybe five or six. I suddenly had a creative spurt,
brought on by the realisation that my first collection of poetry was originally published in
1996. Twenty years ago! The New Beat Generation. Is a collection that was also inspired
by The Beats. On the realisation it was twenty years old, and now no longer in print, I
quickly endeavoured to make it available as an e-book. The ease of putting it out there as
a Kindle, subsequently spurred me on to making a new collection available. A collection
that has evolved spontaneously after revisiting my older work”. Down at the Flamingo GI's
Slap their thighs
When and where are the poems set? From what I have read As other immaculately
– it seems like mid ‘60s London or New York..
suited
“Naturally, being into the Mod scene, and an avid reader
Guys
about different subcultures, elements of the sixties are there, Apreciate the
and in my poem's The Jazz Man, and Down at the Flamingo,
Jazz beat sounds,
they evoke that period in London. But apart from that - they
Amphetamine rounds by
are not all necessarily set in particular times or places. The
the handful.
Speakeasy, conjures up prohibition America, but "In
Those Guys chomp on gum
Bohemian Café's", it is, about going to café's, and
And discuss,
experiencing that moment, when you are relaxing either on
Where their latest
your own or with company. It could be anytime or anywhere”. threads Are from.
Then with their chosen
Who are your favourite jazz artists and why?
fuels,
“Jazz isn't the only music I love, but it is obviously what
influences this collection. Miles Davis, is probably my favourite. They begin to dig
Georgie's
He has truly left his mark on music, and has never stuck to
one way of playing. He constantly strove to push boundaries, Rhythm and Blues.
and develop his craft. He was always looking forward. Another would have to be Jimmy
Smith, the way he played the Hammond is so inspiring and full of life. I absolutely love
Hammond driven music. I am a big fan of Georgie Fame too, and of
course Booker T Jones. I also can't await for one of Heavy
Soul's artists, Paul Orwell's, new album . He's a real fresh
talent, and its great to see his drive and energy that is respectful
to the past, but is like Miles Davis - looking forward all the time”.
This isn’t your first foray into book – there was also “The New
Beat Generation” – how was that received?
“It was received OK, it didn't light up the world though, and

without an agent, and the ability to promote via social networks back then it didn't sell as
well as I wanted. A few years ago a copy appeared on Amazon for sale at a hundred
pounds, which surprised me. The person selling it either thought I was an original Beat
poet, or perhaps, even, dead! In 2002 I republished it with another selection, and taking
inspiration from the title of Allen Ginsberg's City Light's publication "Howl and Other
Poems", I gave it the title " The New Beat Generation and Other Spontaneous Verse" This
sold moderately well, and is the version I recently made available as a Kindle download
now that it is out of print”.
Just a kindle version at the moment – any plans for a paperback?
“That is something I would like to see happen, I am at the moment debating on whether
to self publish, or submit the work to any publisher's that would do the work justice.
Poetry is a very difficult market. It doesn't sell as well as fiction and nonfiction books.
However, that won't stop me from writing it. I find it cathartic, and satisfying to do. I am
also often amazed at how people interpret poetry in different ways from how the writer
may have initially envisaged it”.
What’s next – another book, maybe some sleeve
notes for compilations?
“Well, I am very pleased to say I have a novella
being published later this year, by Suave Collective
Publishing. Jason Brummell, "The leader in Mod
Fiction", (A quote from Paolo Hewitt) has
encouraged me tremendously to write, and this
project is one I am particularly excited about. Its
a Pulp/Noir thriller set in Manchester in 1965,
around the time of The Twisted Wheel Club
moved from its original premises, in Brazenose
Street, to its new home on Whitworth Street. It
has a missing immigrant, Gangster's, and
political intrigue in it, along with the exciting
nightlife just prior to the Northern Soul explosion.
There is a number of music references throughout.
Gigs that actually took place, and mention's of
some great tunes. The title is Seven Day Fool,
inspired by the Etta James song. It all takes place
in one week in 1965, hence the title.
As for writing sleeve notes, that's something that
I would also love to have a go at. Maybe that
opportunity may arise in the future. I have
presented Jazz Poetry - Improvisations In Language in a way an album would be
presented. The poems are the song's and are to be read first. Then the sleeve notes
section, is like an essay and summary of the poems. Then at the end there is an actual
tracklist of Jazz tunes that helped inspire the poems. These I recommend the reader to
listen to whilst revisiting the poems. Thereby giving the reader a new experience”.
My sincere thanks to Jason for his time – I’ll keep you posted as and when things
happen
Heavy Soul © 2016

HAPPENING RIGHT NOW
KID KONGO & THE PINK MONKEY BIRDS –
Bruce Juice
In the Red (US) 7” £6
The band have been around for a long time,
putting out a few albums and limited run
singles. A mixture of psyche and garage and
mainly instrumental this latest offering could
easily be a lost Prisoners track from the last
days of the Medway band on the A side and a
more rockin’ 50s feel to the flip; El Cucuy

BANTAM ROOSTER –
Tarantula
Jett Plastic (US) 7” £6
The riff sounds a bit like The Guess Who’s It’s
My Pride which is a good start on this US Indie
release. The music is non-stop with distorted
vocals on Tarantula with the flip echoing an
attempt at early Girl Groups sounds with a
twist

cuts like this.
Like a Billy Childish production is one way of
describing it…
ORGONE
Beyond The Sun
Colemine 12” LP £13
One the band’s seventh album, the Funk
continues. Overtones of Chic, thrown in with
some Parliament, this is another nu-Funk
masterpiece from the band. It is quite slick,

but not too commercial and with new singer
Adryon De Leon, they have unearthed a singer
along the lines of Leanne La Havas, N’Dea
Davenport etc

MARTA REN & THE GROOVELETS
Stop, Look, Listen
Record Kicks Records 12” LP £12.99
JAMES HUNTER SIX –
Kick-ass Retro Soul on Record Kicks, the first
Something’s Calling
track “Don’t Look “sets the tone and with a
Daptone Records 7” £5.50
mighty entrance the head starts nodding
A mid-late 50’s Doo-Wop style on the first
straight away. Some Lyn Collins moments
James Hunter outing for a while and thanks to throughout, but it’s not all Sister Funk
the Daptone crew, it is dripping with
hollering as “Smiling Faces” and “So Long”
aunthenticity, with the flip coming across as a show some real vocal talent. Credit must go to
mash-up between a Jackie Wilson meets
the band too who keep
James Brown cut with a
everything
Billy Stewart vocal thrown in, the B-side really tight
rocks the Blues
WALTER DANIELS Almost Hit By A Truck
SPacecase 7” £7
Two modern blues takes on a Daniel Johnston
cut and a track made popular by Sonny Boy
Williamson (My Mind Got Bad), if one man
harmonica / guitar low-down Blues is your
thing then this US label has put out a string of

New 45s and 33s
RENEGADES OF JAZZ –
Afro Cookie
Agogo (Austria) 7” £6
Excellent mix of Jazz, Funk and Afrobeat.
“Afro Cookie” has loads of bongos, organ and
chanting and horns – perfect for a bit of headnodding, whilst the flip, the better side IMO;
“Pounding Song” is more tribal and listenable.
The band have put a string of great releases
over the years – check out the “Hip To The
Remix” CD from a couple of years ago as well

something like early Beck would knock out
and bloody great as is “Drug Mugger” and “The
Picture” – all very moody and psyche and all
very good. Ray Davies on acid!

THE CORAL –
Distance Inbetween
Ignition LP £16
It’s been too long lads! The best of the
Pyschey Indie bands, they have returned with
another collection of late 60s feel tracks –
their first collection for five years and more of
the dreamy psyche that propelled them to the
top of my “indie” list. Love meets Hendrix
meets a group of Scallys. Essential album of
the year so far.

deep south soul – hints of the Meters, JB and a
host of New Orleans musicians. Available as a
US Record Store Day 7” release.

MOTORPYSCHO –
Spin Spin Spin
Rune Grammofon (US) 7” £6.50
Dreamy psychedelic rock with hints of Folk
and Country. Not surprising as this is a cover
of HP Lovecrafts version of a Terry Callier
song. More of a mellower flip from what
should be a good self-titled album that is
coming out soon.
***RELEASE OF THE ISSUE***
TY SEAGELL Say There’s A Reason
Famous Class (US) Double 7” £10
More of the high standard fare from Ty – “Mr
Face” coming across like a long-lost Kinks
monster, “Circles” is a weirdo track,

ELI “PAPERBOY” REED
Cut Ya Down
Yep Roc (US) 7” £8
Woah – some good old school funk –if Bruno
Mars can get to #1 with his Uptown Funk, then
if there is a God, this should do the same. Ace

** RELEASE OF THE ISSUE #2**
THE FILTHY SIX
More Filth
Acid Jazz Records 12” LP £13.99
More tighter than a hipsters jeans, the Filthy
ones return with their third album including a
great version of Michael Jackson’s “Wanna Be
Starting Something” amongst the Horns,
Hammond and breakbeat percussion.
The Blue Note comparisons are there for all to
hear; “Blind Man’s Boogaloo” and “Watch
What You’re Doing To Me”, are immense
Hammond workouts, the
soft Samba of
“Supernova”
mingles well
with the guitar
/ Sax workout
On “Polaroid”
While the Funk
is present on
“Yes, Oui, Si”
And “Iguana
Strut”.

MOTOWN FRENCH E.P. BOX SET
Out in late March and available to order now is this
rather lovely looking box set from Commercial
Marketing
As a collector of French E.P.’s I know the prices can
be astronomical for certain releases with Motown
being no exception. The five E.P.s selected are not
cheap as individual items; Earl Van Dyke’s “Soul
Stomp” books at £120+ as does Martha & The
Vandella’s ”Nowhere To Run” and The
Miracles “OooBaby Baby”, with Little
Stevie Wonder’s “Tears In Vain” Riviera
E.P. pushing £150 whilst The Supremes
“Stop In The Name Of Love" release is a
more affordable £50, which is what the
set retails at.
Following on from the recent Small Faces box of the same, it looks like a good year
for those rare E.P.s which often featured different mixes of UK / US released tracks.
LP 1 1. Intro. / Motortown Revue In Paris – Harold Kay
2. All For You – Earl Van Dyke Sextet
3. See See Rider – Earl Van Dyke Sextet
4. Too Many Fish In The Sea – Earl Van Dyke Sextet
5. Heat Wave – Martha & The Vandellas
6. Wild One – Martha & The Vandellas
7. If I Had A Hammer – Martha & The Vandellas
8. Nowhere To Run – Martha & The Vandellas
9. Dancing In The Street – Martha & The Vandellas
LP 2 1. Jazz-Blues Instr.– Stevie Wonder
2. Make Someone Happy – Stevie Wonder
3. High Heel Sneakers – Stevie Wonder
4. Funny – Stevie Wonder, Clarence Paul
5. Fingertips – Stevie Wonder
6. Intro. / Motortown Revue In Paris – Various Artists
7. All About My Girl – Earl Van Dyke Sextet
8. Too Many Fish In The See (Alt. Version) – Earl Van
Dyke
9. Soul Stomp – Earl Van Dyke & The Soul Brothers
10. Come See About Me – The Supremes
LP 3 1. Baby Love – The Supremes
2. People – The Supremes
3. Somewhere – The Supremes
4. Stop! In The Name Of Love – The Supremes
5. You’re Nobody ‘Til Somebody Loves You –
Supremes
6. Shake – The Supremes
7. I Gotta Dance To Keep From Crying – The Miracles
8. That’s What Love Is Made Of – The Miracles
9. Wives And Lovers – The Miracles
10. Ooo Baby Baby – The Miracles
11. Come On Do The Jerk – The Miracles
12. Mickey’s Monkey – The Miracles

Oh La La!
Sticking with the Detroit label,
there is a rather nice looking triple
vinyl or double CD release taken
from a Paris Show in April 1965 at
The Olympia entitled “Motown’s
Motortown Revue In Paris”. It did
come out on album in the same
year in the US (Feb ’66 in the UK),
but this great looking set features
twelve unreleased cuts and a
booklet with photo’s etc.
Price is £13 for the 2CD and £32
for the triple vinyl.

Buzzing With The Fuzz
CHRIS FARLOWE FILM UPDATE

Looks like the film of Chris is getting to a point where we will be able to see it
soon – very exciting times and a great tribute to one of the UKs most underrated
vocalists.
Below is a message doing the rounds, so if you can help in
any way give the team an email
“As many of you are aware we have been working on this film
project with Chris Farlowe for quite a few years. It’s been a
wonderful experience getting to know Chris and we have
formed a close relationship with him. We have travelled
many, many miles, and recorded hours and hours of footage.
Whilst we still have some footage to shoot, we are beginning
to get into postroduction.
NOW WE NEED YOUR HELP.
We are on the hunt for old photos, video footage or audio recordings of Chris. We are
particularly looking for footage from the 1960’s and 1970’s. You may be a
professional film maker or photographer who shot Chris with one of his many bands,
or you may have been a budding camera enthusiast who simply captured impromptu
footage or photos of Chris.
Either way, if you have such footage, photos, or audio recordings of Chris we would
love to see what you’ve got, and talk to you about including them in our project.
You can contact us on this Facebook page, or email us at info@tripleafilms.co.uk
We know there are a lot of fans out there eager to see the finished film, and we can
assure you, it will be worth the wait!
Thank you for your patience and encouragement!
Adam, Andrew, Asa.
Triple A Films.”
The most underated band of the ‘80s,
largely ignored by the music press, but
loved by those who “knew” them have
their second album reissued again, this
time it’s the original album, tracks from
the ‘Electric Fit’ E.P., their ‘Reaching My
Head’ E.P. track and extra cuts taken from
the US album ‘Revenge Of the Prisoners’.
The £10.99 CD comes with extensive liner
notes, culled from interviews with all the
band members and producer Philip
Chevron.
As described by Kieron Tyler from The
Arts Desk website; “how can something so
rooted in the past which is itself from the
past not sound corny? The answer is not
simple, but one thing is certain: The
Prisoners were good”.

THE PRISONERS
Wisermizerdemelza
reissued again

Shakin'
It
Easy
DJ Alan May and
Detour Records
mainman Dizzy
Holmes discuss a
new CD featuring
23 new bands – all
in the name of
charity.

The Glory Boy Mod Radio Showcase
Vol. 1 is the meaty name given to the
first edition of a series of new CD
compilations that twin the DJ powers
of Alan May and the world’s longest
running Mod record label; Detour
Records.
Quite a combination, and between them
they have come up with twenty three great
bands from all over the world including
the Paris chic of French Boutik along some
acts that have appeared on Heavy Soul!
Records over the years – Wideboy
Generation, The Loop, The Theme and the
mighty See No Evils. Other bands include
garage greats The Ace, The Past Tense and
King Mojo.

Over to Alan and Diz to explain further;
Hello to you both - a great looking CD, a
testament to your promotion of new bands,
when did the original idea come about?
ALAN MAY; “The idea has been banded around
for some time , in fact a couple of years
probably, but timing is everything, and with
the amount of fantastic bands on the circuit
along with more appearing weekly it seem now
was the time. As the ‘show goes on’ as the say,
I've sometimes got a backlog of new artists or
material to air, the show as you know mixes
old with new and you have to try to get the
balance right...”
DIZZY HOLMES; “Thanks Adam… as Alan says
the seed was planted by Alan originally when
he suggested it to us last year. There are so
many great new bands about at the moment;
we just couldn’t keep up with them all so
what’s better than having them all on one CD”.
A great cross-section of bands there, all
donating their tracks for Dizzy’s excellent
Bulldog Rescue and keeping 6TR on the air.
How does 6TR and Bulldog Rescue work, is it
funded solely by donations and
advertisements?

AM: “The charity idea was a no brainer really
as both are good causes and this combined
with being able to help bands getting air play
then on to a disc leaves a legacy to all
concerned especially as costs to produce
aren't cheap these days , so Dizzy and I chose
where all profits would end up. As for 6 towns
radio (6TR) we are five years strong and the
station is solely managed by volunteers, I
think there is about ninety of us who keep it
going through advertisements, donations and
collections along with hosting events to try
to a keep the revenue going as we have a
studio in Burslem, Stoke On Trent and again running the cost
to run a station isn’t easy - we pay all the usual things like rent, rates, utility bills
along with all the licencing for a radio station, PPL , PRS etc. The station is going from
strength to strength and we have more social media likes and fans than our local
established competition along with a healthy listener base".
DH: “Yes the charity that we run is called Bulldog Rescue & Rehoming. We have now
been running it for over 15 years and we run it off just donations through all our hard
fund raisers through-out the UK. We have found that many Mods /Scooterist have
Bulldogs. Website : www.facebook.com/BulldogCentral”
How long has the show been going now – seems to have been years?
AM: “The Glory Boy Mod Radio Show is in its fifth year as it was one of the original
shows - not bad for show that was only going to last 3 months as a help out!!”
A good thing about most of the bands on the compilation is that they are also
“Glory Boys” listeners themselves and regularly pop up on the facebook page –
quite a community feel to it all…
AM: “It’s a wonderful thing that the bands come to the GB chat page too along with
other listeners, quite humbling in many cases. We also have many who don’t do the
chat thing too and our listener rating is very strong throughout the world, in fact we
have listeners in most regions including obscure areas like Mongolia lol,,,,,,,”
Sleeve notes by Buddy Ascott and Dave Edwards too – two more of the nicest and
easy-going people on the scene, shouldn’t think it was too much trouble for them
to contribute?
AM: “The sleeve notes written by Buddy and Dave is quite an honour as both figure
hugely in the scene in their own rights and again quite humbling that they are
regular listeners and chat room friends and I guess they appreciate what the show is
all about and tries to achieve - 'which in the main is to promote and keep our
wonderful scene alive' I think both Dave and Buddy were more than happy to write a
few lines”
DH: “Buddy wanted a grand to do them but we knocked him down to a pint of beer…
he was happy! Seriously, both were happy to be involved.”

THE TRACKS
The Feb 21's
Here We Go
Yellowstone
Melanie Paxton
The Fleet Street
12 Angry Men
The RAF
Come On
Robby Allen & The Kite
Collectors
Glory Days
The Theme
First Time I Saw You
The See No Evils
Cherry O
The Grenadiers
Scooter Boy
The Dying Breed
Light The Fuse
The Face
The Power
Superminx 70
What Would You Change
The Ace
Into The Action
King Mojo
Gloria Swanson
The Past Tense
Heads Held High
Wideboy Generation
Typical Blonde
The Fab Mods
The Day You’ll Go Away
The Lemontops
She’s The One
Parade Spellbound
Katie Hallam
Don’t You Ever Call
The Loop
Coming Up Slowly
The Dastardlys
Journey
The French Boutik
Meiux Comme Ca!
The Found
Give It All Away

It states on the Detour website that there will be more
volumes, when can we expect them?
AM: “As mentioned there are loads of new acts on the scene
struggling to get air play or have the funds to have their
own CDs so in a way this CD and future ones will hopefully
springboard these acts forward and give people the
opportunity to realise what talent is out there - and not just
think about the established or mainstream artists. It isn't
easy these days for bands to make a living from their music
but it may be the case someone will hear the CD and think
WOW look what we’ve been missing, hopefully shake up the
system ! I've already started to compile a list for volume two
which is going to be awesome as volume one is!”
DH: “Yes, We would like to release future volumes every few
months…..”
Great (and flattering haha!) artwork on the front – who is
the artist?
AM: “The artwork for the cover was done by mod artist
Marty Street who also plays with the new mod band Deep
Six , a very talented guy” (whose debut EP will be
appearing on Heavy Soul! Records in the summer)
Will there be a release party anywhere? – we are getting
close to the March Of The Mods season, but always plenty
of time to hear good music played live…
AM: “Not sure if there will be a release party as the date falls
within the MOTMs charity month and as you say loads of
bands, DJs etc giving up there time for a worthy cause.
I’ll be DJing MOTMs in Chesterfield. Nottingham and Stoke
on the 27th which is going to be great as we’ve got the
Killermeters headlining along with 7 unsigned acts so a real
treat and my friend Spider (Gary Shail) will be co hosting
alongside me”
DH: “A launch party would be good but attendances at gigs
are pretty diabolical at the moment, plus who would you
choose out of the 23 bands?”
My thanks to Alan and Dizzy for their time – you can
purchase the CD for £10 from the Detour website
Bulldog Central is the hub of Bulldog Rescue and
Rehoming, run by Tania and Dizzy since 2001 and
registered as a charity since 2006
GLORY BOYS RADIO SHOW
runs 6pm – 8pm every Sunday
via www.6towns.co.uk

POW! –

A new colouring book aimed at, well, us I would guess!
You may recall in the last issue, one of the
interviewee’s for the “Classic Photo”, taken
in the US in the late ‘80s, was one Katherine
Boyd (Kat Bat). Within her interview she
mentioned “Mod Tales” – a comic / graphic
book she created and released in 2013, with
a follow-up very much on the cards.
Between these projects Kat has also created
”Color Me Mod” – her first coloring book. It will
be a 24-page ode to Boyd's beloved midcentury
style and intrigue, with text by guest writer
Jason Whitten, author of the blog Spy Vibe. Kat, a
classically trained artist who teaches at Marin Academy also studied at the Atelier of
Classical Realism and California College of the Arts, and the pair are currently raising
funds for the book's publication on GoFundMe.
More news as soon as it is on the shelves…

NEW single by

THE
SPITFIRES
The 29th April
will see the
latest 7” single
by Watford’s
rising stars The
Spitfires
released on
the label
Catch 22.
“So Long”
c/w “The
Suburbs (We
Can’tComplain)” is the
first single of 2016 and two
completely new tracks and a great carry on
from last year’s excellent “Response” album.
Looks like this could be a big year for The
Spitfires, this single has a cracking video and
the addition of the organ has pushed the
band’s sound even further.
Congrats all around.

THE SMALL FACES
PHOTO EXHIBITION
Small Or Nothing at SNAP Galleries
Looks like another great set of photos are being displayed at the Snap Galleries
following on from The Kinks and Jam collections last year.
This time the East End Groovers The Small Faces fill the walls of the gallery located
at the Victorian shopping are of Piccadilly Arcade, London (number 12). The
exhibition runs from Friday 11 March to Thursday 24 March 2016. The exhibition
will then move, lock, stock and barrel, to The Vaults theatre where it will be on
show throughout the run of the musical All or Nothing-The Mod Musical, written by
Carol Harrison,, from 31 March to 30 April 2016.
A great array of shots of the band from beginning (including Jimmy Winston) to the
end, with many unseen and all available to purchase from the shops website at £35
each + p&p with the option of also purchasing a frame;
www.snapgalleries.com – here’s a few images for sale (the number indicates the
order number from the site ones;

GEORGE MARTIN SERIES
An 8-part series on the maverick genius is due to
be aired. 'Soundbreaking: Stories From the Cutting
Edge of Recorded Music,' was five years in the
making with Martin and his son Giles calling upon
150 artists to share behind-the-scenes stories
about the art of recording. The series is set to
include interviews with Paul McCartney, Tom Petty,
Dave Grohl, Questlove, Bon Iver, Beck, BB King and
more.
"Soundbreaking afforded me the opportunity to
tell the story of the creative process of so many of
the artists I have worked with throughout my life,"
said Martin said in a statement before his death on
March 8.
George in 1962 after being introduced to The Beatles

45s Of Desire
The Mar-Keys – The Dribble
US Stax
Price £10
Ace piece of dancefloor action from Stax’s house band
featuring Booker T. & The M.G.s Steve Cropper and Duck
Dunn. Hammond and the Memphis Horns a go-go with
Croppers cutting guitar completing the sound.
Released in 1963, the flip is equally as good – some
good old low-down dirty Southern Soul.

DR LONNIE SMITH
Evolution
Blue Note
A triumphant return to Blue Note for Lonnie, his first
album for THE Jazz label since 1970
After a debut LP on Columbia, Smith starred as a
sidekick for Lou Donaldson, playing on club track
‘Alligator Boogaloo’ amongst others before getting
his own deal with Blue Note putting out Think!
(1968) and Turning Point (1969) and his own Jazz
classic ‘Move Your Hands’ – all Hammond greats.
On the new album – a collection of seven tunes,
Dr. Lonnie takes a fresh take on favourite originals
and standards as well as brand-new excursions
that he had never recorded before.
Track Listing: Play It Back' Afrodesia; For Heaven's Sake; Straight No Chaser; Talk
About This; My Favorite Things; African Suite.
Download and CD only at the moment, but looking forward to a vinyl version soon.

CLASSIC PHOTO.....
Another in the series
The great image on the front of HS! 32 has once again been donated by Ed Silvester,
this time it was taken at Brighton on the Scooter Run in 1981.
A great shot of the time, just after the main Mod Revival, with The Jam coming to the
end of their time and Psychedelia beginning to show itself in the music of the bands
and also the clothes being worn – all underneath the customary Parka of course…..
Ed talks more about the day……..

WHEN AND WHERE?
“The photo was taken along the seafront in Brighton, Easter 1981, and although the
first flush of the mod revival had long disappeared, our little gang of Epping mods
would continue to go on southern scooter runs - and still make an effort to wear
neat mod attire under our parkas. We would all agree to meet up at the front of
The Castle pub in Woodford Green, park our scooters up and then wait for other
mods from all over Essex and East London to arrive. Once most of the other
gangs had turned up, we’d all roar off in a ‘super gaggle’ formation to make our
way to the Westminster tea bar, where we would meet other groups of London
mods, in preparation for the big push to the coast”.

WHO IS IN THE PHOTOS, WHERE DID YOU GET THE OUTFITS?
“Our gang of Epping mods consisted of John Silvester, Dave Stokes, Alan Smith,
Mark Bradford and myself. Alan Smith is on the left hand side of this photo & John
Silvester (my brother) is to the right. Our parkas had been purchased from a
clothes shop in Romford, called Minz & Davis way back in 1979 (during the first days
of the so called mod revival - although, at the time we felt more like punks in
parkas), and we’d wear the odd paisley shirt purchased from a shop
called the Regal (picture right
features three kids outside the shop),
which was located near Carnaby
Street - which catered for the new
psychedelic movement. We'd try to
avoid wearing scruffy scooter boy
attire, which had now become very
popular with scooterists. Alan & John
look pensive in this photo - it was a
long and cold journey - and they
were probably looking forward to
finding a warm B&B.
I was sitting down in front of the
scooters when I took this photo. You
can also just see an old plastic bag
advertising Levi jeans on the back of
John's scooter, which also had the
'odd' wing mirror attached”.

WHAT MUSIC DID YOU LISTEN TO?
“By the beginning of 1981 we were listening to a lot of US garage band music and
Northern Soul, which had started to become popular in the South that year. We were
all big fans of the album 'Nuggets' which featured a lot of 1960's US garage groups.
Most of the mod revival bands had disbanded by then, but the mod scene was still
vibrant in London and the South-East”.

WHAT IS THE ONE GREAT MEMORY OF THIS TRIP?
“The one abiding memory of this trip
to Brighton was the fighting and the
heavy police presence, also escaping
the clutches of the old bill on the
Saturday evening. A lot of mods were
arrested and made to lie down on a
grass bank all night - this made the
local and national press the following
day. Seem to remember that one of
the trains on the Volks railway was
torched as well. We managed to
evade capture and make our way
back to our B&B, making sure we also
have a few extra mates hidden in our room”.
Many thanks to Ed (again!) © Heavy Soul! 2016

Paul Weller
signed scooter for a VERY worthy cause
A 1988 Vespa 125 Sport
scooter, signed by ‘The
Modfather’ Paul Weller
was up for grabs at
Bonhams Goodwood
Members’ Meeting Sale
on March 20.
The unusual two-wheeled
addition to the sale is all
for a very special cause.
In October 2015, 11-year
old Jacob Breckon was
taken seriously ill whilst
playing football for his
local Woking District
team.
Subsequent investigations revealed that he had suffered a brain haemorrhage,
caused by a previously undetected condition.
Facing a very uncertain future, Jacob requires urgent specialist medicaltreatment that
is only available in the USA. Funds raised from the sale of the scooter will help meet
the cost of taking Jacob to the USA and his subsequent treatment.
Upon hearing of Jacob’s plight, neighbouring rockstar, ‘The Modfather’ Paul Weller,
provided support to the family, and has autographed the scooter to increase the
bidding. James Stensel, Bonhams Head of Motorcycles, said: “The Vespa scooter is a
design classic, synonymous with ‘Mod’ culture, and the mobilisation of post-war Italy.
Offered for a fantastic and very important cause, the machine will be offered without
reserve – we hope bidders are able to dig deep at the upcoming Goodwood Members’
Meeting sale.”
Bonhams Members’ Meeting sale took place at Goodwood Motor Circuit, Chichester,
on Sunday March 20 with the scooter eventually raising £4600.
Taken from the Portsmouth News Thursday 25th February and Bonhams website

WORLD’S BIGGEST “JAM” SHOE!
The Jam were giants within the music world, but this massive “Gibson” shoe is not what it
seems….
Made by the Grazia bodyshop in Bologna to
promote Ebano shoe polish, the design was part
of an Italian wave of advertising using custom
cars with various products on top.
Started in the 1950’s and ‘60’s the craze became
nation-wide during the country’s road to recovery
after WW2.
The creations were the works of many of the
leading bodyshops of the time; Monviso, Zagato,
Boneschi, Mantelli and the Fissore Brothers.

How to get album
artwork done!
Great letter from Mick Jagger to Andy
Warhol explaining Micks wants for the
infamous ‘Sticky Fingers’ sleeve…..
Love the line “and please write back
saying how much money you would
like”!

13th Floor Elevators - You're Gonna Miss
Me
Format: 10"
Label: Charly Records
Picture Disc. Exclusive cover art + French EP mixes

Isley Brothers, The - This Old Heart Of Mine
Format: LP
Label: UMC
While already regarded as one of the seminal
Detroit groups of the era, The Isley Brothers’ ‘This
Old Heart Of Mine’ was their fourth studio album
and their first for the legendary Motown label.
The majority of its tracks were written and
produced by the unstoppable Holland-DozierHolland production team and the title track would
go on to be the biggest hit of the Isleys’ early
period. It was followed by further hits with album
cuts ‘Take Some Time Out For Love’ and ‘I Guess
I’ll Always Love You’ while to some soul heads, its
versions of ‘Nowhere to Run’, ‘Stop in the Name of
Love’, ‘Baby Don't You Do It’ and ‘I Hear a
Symphony’ are at least comparable to the
originals. Reissued in its original form for Record
Store Day 2016 for the album's 50th anniversary.

Desmond Dekker - Rude Boy Ska
Format: LP
Label: Secret
First time on vinyl

Bluesology - Come Back Baby
Format: 7"
Label: UMC
Formed by keyboard maestro Reg
Dwight (later to transform into Elton
John of course) and his neighbour Stu
Brown, Bluesology found agency work
as the hot-shot backing band for
visiting R&B acts from the USA,
including The Isley Brothers and Patti
LaBelle. This blue-eyed soul rarity,
their first release for Fontana,
featured Reg on piano and vocals and
hails from July 1965. Shortly
afterwards Reg began co-writing with
a budding lyricist named Bernie
Taupin and the rest is history. This
£300+-rated 7” rarity comes reissued
for Record Store Day 2016 with
reproduction original Fontana label
and bag

Small Faces - The Autumn Stone
Format: 7"

Label: Sanctuary
Gold Vinyl, unreleased version

Allen Toussaint - Whipped Cream & Other
Delights
Format: 7"
Label: Charly Records
Issued on limited edition "Whipped Cream" white
vinyl, the picture sleeve EP features the classics
'Whipped Cream' by The Stokes (later a worldwide
hit performed by Herb Alpert's Tijuana Brass)
'Here Come The Girls' by Ernie K. Doe, 'Working In
The Coal Mine' by Lee Dorsey and 'Fortune Teller'
by Benny Spellman, all written by the unique and
irreplaceable Allen Toussaint.

John Coltrane - The Roulette
Sides
Format: 10" LP
Label: Rhino
4 Track LP + French EP mixes.

New Orleans Funk
Format: 5 x 7" Box
Label: Soul Jazz Records
Seven Inch Box Set

GET ME HOME FOR TEA
Format: LP
Label: Org Music
Psychedelic swirl colour vinyl.

Dr Feelgood - Down By The Jetty
Format: LP
Label: Grand
White Vinyl

Jimmy Page - She Just Satisfies
Format: 7” Single
Label: UMC
Originally released in February 1965, ‘She
Just Satisfies’ came towards the end of
Page’s prolific career as a session musician.
He’d already picked up some co-writing
credits with then-girlfriend Jacke
DeShannon and owing in no small part to
her encouragement Page cut this track.
Barring the drums, Jimmy played all the
instruments and for the first and only time
also provided lead vocals, making ‘She Just
Satisfies’ a fascinating artefact from one of
the greatest guitarists and songwriters of all
time. With originals regularly commanding
prices in excess of £500, this reissue for
record Store Day comes backed with
original B-side ‘Keep Moving’ and with
reproduction original Fontana label and
sleeve.

The Syndicats - On The Horizon /
Crawdaddy Simone
Format: 7"
Label: Munster
Black vinyl in unique p/s

The Mickey Finn - Garden Of My Mind
Format: 7"
Label: Munster
Black vinyl in unique p/s

The In Crowd - Things She Says
Format: 7"
Label: Munster
Monster British R&B

Black vinyl in unique p/s

THIS YEARS
RELEASE OF
NOTE – Saturday
16th April

Skatalites: Original Ska Sounds
Format: 5 x 7" Box
Label: Soul Jazz Records
Seven-inch box set.

First Class Rock Steady
Format: 7 x 7" Box set
Label: VP Records
7 x 7” singles of rare and sought after Rock
Steady Classics.

This Is Trojan
Format: 6LP
Label: Sanctuary
6LP Double LP Set

13th Floor Elevators - You're Gonna
Miss Me
Format: 10"
Label: Charly Records
The legendary 13th Floor Elevators genredefining garage rock psychedelic classic
'You're Gonna Miss Me' is released for
Record Store Day 2016 as a 10-picture disc
in celebration of the songs' 50th
anniversary.
With artwork by original Elevators artist
John Cleveland and strictly limited to
2,000 copies worldwide, this soon to be
highly collectable edition features the
incredibly rare "French EP" mixes for both
'You're Gonna Miss Me' and original single
B-side 'Tried To Hide'.
Tracks: You're Gonna Miss Me (French EP
Mix) / Tried To Hide (French EP Mix )

THE BIG ONES!!!!
Mod Classic 45s Box Set (Demon)
Well they certainly are “Classics”, but a bit
of a disappointing choice….
Not sure how much this will set you back –
I would guess £60 - £70 for singles you may
already own I would imagine?
Chris Farlowe’s take on ‘Treat Her Right’ is
a nice addition as is the Billy Nicholls
‘London Social Degree’ on a 7inch, but Lee
Dorsey, Robert Parker, Bob & Earl, Joe Tex,
whilst great records are easily picked up
for a few quid. Hopefully there will be
a great booklet too to make the price worthwhile.
1: The Small Faces – Tin Soldier / The Downliners Sect – All Night Worker
2: The Yardbirds – Heart Full Of Soul / The Pretty Things – Midnight To Six Man
3: Chris Farlowe – Treat Her Good / Benny Spellman – Fortune Teller
4: Billy Nicholls – London Social Degree / P P Arnold – (If You Think You’re) Groovy
5: The Birds – You’re On My Mind / Les Fleur De Lys – Circles
6: Billy Butler – The Right Track / Donnie Elbert – Little Piece of Leather
7: Lee Dorsey – Ride Your Pony / Major Lance – Um Um Um Um
8: Bob And Earl – Harlem Shuffle / Joe Tex – Show Me
9: The Spencer Davis Group – Mr. Second Class / The Creation – Tom Tom
10: Chris Kenner – Land Of 1000 Dances / Robert Parker – Barefootin’
PETE McKEE mod club-inspired Rega Club turntable - £250
THE WHO 'Ready Steady Who Two' 7" E.P.

J.J. CALLIER
Producer, songwriter and label owner
The name might not be too familiar and the man is no relative
of Terry, but in the late ‘70s J.J. released a mighty fine 45 on
his own Jay Cee label that fetches upwards of £200 now – if
you can find a copy for sale
Categorising the record is difficult – released around 1977,
it’s too late to be classed Northern Soul and coming at the
tail end of Disco it’s not really Funk either – but it is very
good however you describe it.
Based loosely on Curtis Mayfields track of the same name,
it really is a shame J.J. didn’t release more than this and a
few other 7”s (“Bust The Pusher Man” on his own Caillier
label and two more from the mid- late ‘80s) The other side
of this 45 "I Got A Groove" has garnered interest on the UK
funk scene and has been released on Kent's CD Louisiana Funk.
Hailing from Louisiana U.S.A. J.J. had a zydeco and blues
record store as well as being the owner of owner of Caillier
Records and Jay-Cee Records. In the late 70's he also became
a driving force in the Zydeco music revival. He hosted a
popular radio show called "Zydeco Gumbo", as well as
producing landmark releases by BooZoo Chavis and Clifton
Chenier.
His son J. J. Caillier III
is a renowned Zydeco
accordion player.
“Pusherman” was
played in the UK in the
heyday of Cleethorpes
Pier and Blackpool
Mecca but seems to have
gone completely off playlists
whilst still retaining it price.

A lil' bit of Rhythm
and a lot of Soul
Mark McGounden is back
As frontman for the’80s Mod legends
that were Makin’ Time and a few years
later (and before) fronting The Upper
Fifth, Mark ‘Syd’ McGounden is back
with his latest project and it is with
great pleasure to announce that around
June time will see the debut 7” by his
new band DEEP SIX released on Heavy
Soul! Records.
The band started just a few months ago and
immediately gained interest from those who
remembered his soulful tones and upbeat song writing on classic albums like
“Rhythm & Soul” and “No Lumps Of Fat Or Gristle Guaranteed”. Now together
again with long term friend and former band mate MARTY STREET on bass (who
played with Syd in the original Upper Fifth) the band are ready to take 2016 by
storm with big plans for releases in the coming months.
The original reincarnation featured Neil Clitheroe who pounded the skins in
Makin’ Time, before other commitments created a space for fellow Brummie
TONY BARBADOS to step in on drums and the line-up was completed with the
addition of PAUL-HOOPER KEELEY on second guitar, he of fellow ‘80s Mod
legends The Threads and the creator of the excellent “Modernist Society”
blogspot and it is with Paul that Heavy Soul! Spoke about Deep Six and the
plans to enlighten us all in the coming months;
Really looking forward to the new band – can you tell us how you got involved?
“Syd and Marty had originally formed The Upper Fifth around 1980/81 so had played
together before Makin Time formed. Syd then played with Neil Clitheroe (along with Fay
Hallam and Martin Blunt) in Makin Time, before Syd and Marty linked up again (briefly)
in The Upper Fifth after Makin Time split. After the demise of The Upper Fifth, Marty and
Syd got back together and had the idea of Deep Six and asked Neil, who had just
returned to the UK from many years living in Germany, to drum for them. I had heard
that they were planning this so offered my services if they ever needed an additional
guitarist. After a couple of rehearsals as a three piece in late 2015 (and a couple of FB
reminders to Marty from my wife Karen that I was still looking for a new musical
venture), I was asked to come along and have a jam on 2nd January 2016. It went really
well and within a couple of hours, was asked to join the band. So far, so good. However,
with Neil playing in 2 other bands that provided him with a regular income, he wasn’t
able to commit to the gigs that stated to come our way almost immediately. In stepped
the legend that is Tony Barbados and away we went”.

Playing with Mark must have brought back some
memories – did Makin’ Time & The Threads play
much together, there was few years between you
recording wise though wasn’t there…
“Yes, we played together back in the mid-eighties
(most notably at the first Mod Aid Alldayer in
December 1985). Actually, both bands had their
initial releases in 1985 – Makin Time with their
appearance on the 54321 Countdown Compilation,
Rhythm & Soul album and first couple of singles, The
Threads with our ‘Mind The Threads, John!’ 4-song
cassette EP. The Threads actually formed back in
1982 so I think we actually pre-date Makin Time
(although were significantly less successful). As a Mod
and music fan, I used to go to every possible gig that I
could so I saw Makin Time on many occasions (I still
surprise Syd with some of the facts that I know about
Makin Time that even he hadn’t remembered until I
mention them). It’s great playing with Syd – not only
is he an accomplished musician but he has such a
fantastic voice which is so distinctively Syd as soon as
you hear it. And he writes some fantastic Mod Pop
tunes too”.
With Marty and Tony on board there is plenty of
experience and familiarity – that helps….
“Marty is the musicians’ musician – his knowledge of
music is immense, he is a fantastic songwriter and his
playing style is superb. It's a real honour to play in a

band with Mr. Street. The enigmatic Tony Barbados
has played in so many bands over the years, has
fabulous technique and has slotted in to Deep Six so
well. That is, of course, when he is not with Steve
Cradock, Paul Weller, PP Arnold, Clem Burke, Manni or
whatever global musical superstar he is
photographed with at any given point – he gets where
water doesn’t. All in all, it is a fantastic line-up and
we have so much fun”.

Lots of gigs lined up so far – all ticking along nicely I would imagine?
“Yes, plenty of gigs on offer, for which we have chosen 5 to get us started (2 or which
we have now played) but we do have a focus on the recording studio”.
What will you be playing? – a mixture of old and new – I have seen footage of “Did
I Tell You”..
“With the bands we have been in, we are playing ‘Did I Tell You’ from Makin Time, as
well as their regular cover of ‘Crawling Up A Hill’. From The Threads we are playing
‘Sorry’, and from The Upper Fifth, ‘Empty Room’, ‘Best Be On My Way’, and ‘She Sells’.
We are also covering ‘High Time Baby’, ‘Pleasant Valley Sunday’, and ‘My Mind’s Eye’
and playing original Deep Six material including ‘No I Haven’t A Clue’, ‘She’s Got The
Action’, and ‘Don’t Worry
About Me’”.
How did the 100 Club gig go
– great cause and great lineup too….
“Originally we weren’t
intending to play ‘live’ until
the end of May, but when the
opportunity came in on 3rd
January to make our ‘live’
debut at the 100 Club on
11th March and raise money
for such a good cause, we felt
that we must move heaven
and earth to do so. And with
the help from our good friends,
The Scene, in terms of back-line
etc. our ‘live’ debut went very
well and we received some excellent and kind feedback from those in attendance.
And fantastic to be able to support The Scene (I had been waiting over 30 years for
that moment) along with Squire and The Chords UK and have fantastic DJs on the
night in Paul ‘Smiler’ Anderson and Dave Edwards”.
Recording in April for the E.P. – can’t wait to hear the tracks, can you give us a
quick run through of what we can expect?
“For those out there who have been listening to the Mod and Power Pop radio
stations in the UK, Europe, USA and Canada, they will already be familiar with the
demos of ‘No I Haven’t A Clue’ and ‘Heading For A Fall’ that have had some great
radio exposure and amazing feedback from the listeners. In addition, from our ‘live’
set comes ‘She’s Got The Action’ and ‘Don’t Worry About Me’. The sound combines
Syd’s 12-string Burns guitar sound with my 6-string Rickenbacker 330 sound and
produces melodic and catchy 60s Mod Pop in the vein of Rubber Soul/Revolver period
Beatles, The Action, The Easybeats, The Move, The Monkees and The Zombies”.

You mention an album too – got plenty of songs ready to go then?
“I would conservatively suggest that we have between 40 and 50 songs written that
fit the style of Deep Six. The idea is to continue writing and recording songs on the
basis that any one of them could be an A-side in that catchy, melodic, 60s Mod Pop
style. Ideally, after the EP, the plan is to record 3 x 7” singles in the run up to a full
album release”.
Lots of support for the band so far – how far do you all want to take it?
“We’re not 17 anymore, and the Mod scene is much more niche these days anyway, so
there are no illusions of following The Strypes into the charts – for us, it is all about
writing, recording and releasing top quality songs that people will enjoy and then
having the opportunity to get in front of decent sized crowds in order to play the
songs ‘live’ to them. But we’re happy to take that as far as we can (and as far as the
audience will allow)”.
What sort of crowds are you expecting at gigs? Old Mods, new Mods, Makin’ Time /
Threads / Upper 5th fans?
“Yes to all of those – we already had fantastic support from the Lincolnshire Mods
(and Threads fans) at the 100 Club gig. We have also seen quite an interest from
the Power Pop scene too, with lots of radio plays
and an invitation to play at the IPO Festival at The
Cavern Club in Liverpool on Monday 23rd May".

My thanks to Paul for his time – keep
an eye on the website for news or
contact me to get on the email list to
get the latest info

Finally, many thanks for thinking of Heavy Soul!
for the debut release – can’t wait to get the E.P.
out..
“It’s an absolute pleasure to be associated with
the Heavy Soul record label after all of the
fantastic releases you have given us over the last
10 years and the recent fantastic records from
Paul Orwell, The See No Evils and The Magnetic
Mind, and hope that this partnership will continue
beyond the debut EP.
We’re in the studio towards the end of April and,
once we’re happy with a final mix, will get the
four songs to you for release on beautiful 7” vinyl”.

”I love working with Tommy [..] I
can’t believe just how many
sessions we have done together
and over 5 decades….enjoy the
work of a great photographer
and man”
Paul Weller

“AIM HIGH”
is the title of a new book of stills
of Paul Weller, all shot by longtime trusted lensman Tom
Sheehan.
It comes in a choice of two
options to buy; Deluxe and Super
Deluxe with 240 pages charting
the photographic history from
1977 (where Sheehan first saw
The Jam) through to last year.
Presented in three chapters;
The Jam, The Style Council and Solo there will be many unseen shots with each
photo “carefully scanned and re-touched to produce the images in their
glorious best”
Sounds great although the price is quite high; £48.00 for the Deluxe and £70.00
for the Super Deluxe although the publisher has promised “every element of this
Deluxe book will be produced to the highest specification”
You can pre-order now for the 30th May release date direct from Flood Gallery

CLASSIC JAZZ
ALBUMS REISSUED
The DeAgostini Magazine company have come up trumps with their “classic
original albums on vinyl” series – a collection of some of the best Jazz albums
released on Blue Note, Columbia, Impulse etc from the likes of Eric Dolphy, Lee
Morgan, Miles Davis, Horace Silver, Monk, Wes Montgomery and more.
Kicking off with the daddy of Jazz LPs; Miles Davis’
“Kind Of Blue” at the bargain price of just £4.99 for
an 180 gram vinyl, the series looked a must have.
Next up was John Coltrane’s “Blue Train”, this time
priced at £9.99 with the rest following at a more
financially friendly to the company £14.99.
This is where the problem lies though as the next
few LPs, albeit a good selection, are not going to be
of that much interest; Billie Holiday’s “Lady In
Satin”, Charlie Parker’s “Now’s The Time” and Dave
Brubeck’s “Time Out” the fifth release. By the time this
Heavy Soul! is out we should be up to Cannonball Adderley’s “Something Else”. All
are available on the DeAgostini website with a subscription option too. Below are
the first 50 releases.
1. Kind of blue - Miles Davis
2. Blue train - Coltrane
3. Standards vol I - Keith Jarrett
4. Lady in satin - Billie Holiday
5. Now's the time - Charlie Parker
6. Time out - Dave Brubeck
7. Somethin' else - Julian Cannonball Adderly
8. Waltz for debbie - Bill Evans
9. Ella and Louis - Ella Fitzgerald & Louis
Armstrong
10. Something else!!! - Ornette Coleman
11. It could happen to you - Chet Baker
12. Saxophone colossus - Sonny Rollins
13. out to lunch - Eric Dolphy
14. money jungle - Duke Ellington
15. getz-gilberto - Stan Getz & Joao Gilberto
16. brillant corners - Thelonious Monk
17. mingus ah um - Charles Mingus
18. Go - Dexter Gordon
19. Moanin' - Art Blakey
20. Bright Size Light - Pat Metheny Group
21. Sarah Vaughan w/ Clifford Brown - Sarah
Vaughan
22. Sketches Of Spain - Miles Davis
23. Speak no evil - Wayne Shorter
24. Meets Oscar Peterson - Ben Webster
25. The Wee Small Hours - Frank Sinatra

26. Turner The Real McCoy - McCoy Tyner
27. Incredible! - Wes Montgomery
28. The Blues and - Oliver Nelson
29. Indeed - Lee Morgan
30. Liberation M. O. - Charlie Haden
31. Meets The Rytmhm S - Art Pepper
32. in Greenwich Village - Albert Ayler
33. Laughin' to keep - Lester Young
34. Study in Brown - Cliffort Brown & Max Roach
35. Sonny Clark - Cool Struttin'
36. What is there to say - Gerry Mulligan Quartet
37. Coleman Hawkins - Night Hawk
38. Modern Jazz - Quartet Django
39. Lee Konitz - Motion
40. Max Roach - Deeds not wars
41. Quebec Ike - Blue & Sentimental
42. Count Basie - Count Basie at Newport
43. Bill Evans - Portrait in Jazz
44. Benny Carter - Further definitions
45. Joe Henderson - Page One
46. Horace Silver - Song for my father
47. Herbie Hancock - Maiden Voyage
48. Kenny Burrell - Midnight blue
49. Ahmad Jamal - But not for me/At the
Pershing
50. Sonny Rollins - The Bridge

It's The Same Old Song
MADE IN JAPAN
Instant Hit
Hozac (US) 7” £8
Recorded in 1979 and 1980 the two tracks from the UK / Los
Angeles bands border on Mod Revival, but are more likely New
Wave inspired rockers. Whatever they are this is a great lost gem.

CLEVELAND WRECKING COMPANY
Say There’s A Reason
Roaratori 7” £9
This is a real find – an obscure band that formed in 1965 and had
a deal in place with Vanguard Records before the manager ran off
with the advance, leaving the band’s original line-up with just this
masterpiece to show. Heavy bluesy pysch a la Blue Cheer. Get
this!

LITTLE WILLIE JOHN
Leave My Kitten Alone E.P.
El Toro 7” £5.25
Great price for another instalment of LWJ, followin’ on from the
“I’m Shakin’” E.P. last year. More classy blues as you would expect
including the British R&B standard title track and as with LWJ
another take on “Fever” with “My Nerves” plus three more
rockers.

LIVING CHILDREN
Crystalize Your Mind
Sundazed 7” £10
Nicking a riff from Howlin’ Wolf’s “Spoonful” the band recorded
this in 1968 as their only single at the Golden State recording
studio’s. Ace vocals and powerful backing, maybe the Chocolate
Watch Band sound was a couple of years too late, but the Byrdsish flip “now It’s Over” would have probably been more
commercially successful?

SADE
The Best Of…
Sony DLP £19
Always been a fan of Sade’s smooth Jazz vocals, bringing a touch
of class to the day-glo pomp of the ‘80s. Along with Swing Out
Sister, Sade made Soulful Jazz acceptable and preceded the Acid
Jazzers by a few years. Some great tunes on this double vinyl
release – the samba beat of “Sweetest Taboo”, the Absolute
Beginners era style of “Smooth Operator” and the beauty of
“Your Love Is King” – you can hear a lot of The Style Council in the

JOCO DEV SEXTETT
Fata Morgana
Black Pearl 7” £13

REISSUES ON 45 and 33

Growing out of the East Berlin Hippie and Beatnik scene’s Joco
Dev Sextett embraced Pyschedelia and came up with these two
monsters; Fata Morgana is hard with a great riff whilst the flip
Heisse Hoschen is Hammond and flute heavy and evidence of
what the band could have become if only the “authorities”
hadn’t taken all their western musical equipment leading to
them splitting in the early ‘70s.

MILES DAVIS
Live Evil
Music On Vinyl 2LP £22
Recorded live and in the studio in 1970 and ’71 – the album
flows from the weird to the sublime throughout – highlights
include the near 24 minute Funky Tonk and the chugging jazz
funk of Sivad – a with most later Miles albums – it’s quite a
challenge but worth it!

THE LITTER
$100 Fine
Sundazed (US) LP £25
The band were one of the big players in the US Garage scene
with their debut album “Distortions” a classic. This follow-up
from 1968 is just as good. The covers are still there; Jeff Beck’s
“Tallyman”, The Zombies “She’s Not There” in all its nine minute
glory. Highlight is their own “Kaleidoscope” and it’s early use of
phasing.

THE RISING STORM
I’m Coming Home
Penniman 7” £8
Released to celebrate fifty years since the band formed in
Massachusetts, the is the first 45 released and two storming
tracks taken from their £1000+ LP “Calm Before” – the rocking
title track and “She Loved Me” – a more relaxed approach to
start with before launching into another garage killer.

JUNIOR WELLS
You’re Tuff Enough
Cleopatra (US) £20
Junior gets the Soul to add to his blues on this great album. All
winners from the opening title track through the harp-driven
“I’m Gonna Cramp Your Style” and “Up In Heah” to the horns
laden “It’s All Soul” and “You Ought To Quit That”. One of the

GO MARY!!!!

Taken from Viz
HOLY GRAIL FOR BEATLES
COLLECTORS
A massively rare 10”
acetate by the Fab
Four was recently
put up for auction
with a rough guide
price of £10,000 .
The disc in
question was the
first song John
Lennon ever wrote;
“Hello Little Girl”
and “Till There Was
You” by Paul McCartney.
It is the first record to bear the
name of The Beatles and is believed to be
hand written by George Martin.
A bidding frenzy ensued with the winner, a
British collector, paying a massive £77.500 in
the end.

eBay Spy
Richard Kent Style “Go
Go Children” Columbia
Demo VG+ £257
Dave Davies “Hits E.P.”
Pye VG+/VG+ £149
Larry Santos “You Got
Me Where You
Want Me”
Soul City
repress
EX £24
Music
Doctors
“The Wild
Bunch”
J-Dan VG+ £92
Davie Jones with The
King Bees “Liza Jane”
Vocalion £2350
If We Communicate
For Two Minutes Only
A few bits of info for Jam fans; The
Jam Literary Event at The Cockpit,
London on 4th June sees the usual
suspects talk about their (and mine)
favourite band including Paul
Weller’s sister and fan club
secretary Nicky.
Starting in October From The Jam ,
featuring Bruce Foxton, take their A
& B Sides tour on the road, where I
would imagine they will play all the
bands singles….

MADE IN JAPAN
As you may have just read, a great lost nugget from the US New Wave scene has been
uncovered by HoZac Records in the US in the shape of “Instant Hit” by a US/UK band
called Made In Japan.
The band came to prominence as the house band in ‘80s slasher B-movie “New Years
Evil”, and so impressed were Cannon Films that a promo 45 of a couple of tracks were
sent to radio stations to promote the film.
The Made in Japan story starts a little earlier than their appearance in the film though,
as original bassist Bobby Asea was in Cyclops, the band that opened for The Damned
on their first US tour in LA in 1977, Dave Codling (aka Maha Dev) was originally from
the early 70s UK psych rock band Quintessence, and Barry Paul from Savoy Brown, as
well as Heavy Metal Kids, so they truly had quite the offbeat pedigree. In late 70s LA,
punk and new wave were inescapable so the melting pot runneth over with all types
of rock’n roll remnants scattering about to form bands, and Made In Japan fit the mold
quite well, despite sadly never acquiring a record deal at the time.
Aside from their promo-only 45 (The Cooler b/w Suicide Ways), Made In Japan slipped
quickly through the cracks, although they did play around quite a bit and even opened
for Love as well as a few other LA underground luminaries in the late 70s & early 80s,
and if you’d caught their insanely catchy song “Dumb Blondes” in the movie, the rest
of the material luckily wasn’t far off. Taking cues from UK power pop band such as
Buzzcocks & Nick Lowe, as well as LA locals Paul Collins Beat & the Plimsouls, Made in
Japan carved out a little spot of their own, despite fleeting stardom, and luckily
managed to record an armload of original songs before disbanding, to which HoZac
are looking to release in the future.
Original member Bobby Asea spoke to heavy Soul! About those days and the new
release….

Thanks for taking the time Bobby to
answer these questions, to start off,
who was in the band?
“Made In Japan is:
Tony Fried ~ Lead Vocals, Harmonica,
Songwriter
David Codling ~ Guitar, Vocals,
Songwriter
Bobby Asea ~ Bass Guitar, Vocals,
Band
Historian,
T.S. Waters ~ Drums
Barry Paul ~ Lead Guitar, Music
Producer”
A bit of history with the members –
Quintessence, The Heavy Metal Kids and
yourself supported the first UK punk
band to play in the States in the shape of The
Damned whilst you were in Cyclops – any vivid memories of that gig and how did
you get it?
“David Codling was an original member of the English band Quintessence which was
a rock band formed in April 1969 in Notting Hill, London, England. Their style was a
mixture of jazz, and progressive rock with an influence of music from India. As a
member of the band, he was known as Maha Dev.
The Heavy Metal Kids was a British hard rock/ glam band formed in 1972 Barry Paul
joined them in 1975 and appeared on their third album called Kitch, produced by
Mickie Most. He toured with them throughout Europe during his stay with the band.
After his time with Made In Japan, Barry joined Savoy Brown and in 1981 he recorded
"Rock 'N' Roll Warriors" album, which gave Savoy Brown more success than the group
had seen since the mid-1970s. That year found the band performing several major
arena shows in the US alongside Judas Priest, and recording a live album at the
Rainbow Music Hall in Denver. "Greatest Hits-Live in Concert" was released at the end
of the year.
In 1977, I was in a three piece band called Cyclops based out of San Francisco. Punk
rock was in full force at the time and the main venue that showcased all the new
bands was called the Mabuhay Gardens. I became a regular there and got to know
many people including the owner and promoters. The Damned were the first British
band to come to the Mabuhay Gardens and I was able to book my band on the same
bill. I clearly remember that gig and particularly seeing The Damned for the first time.
I distinctly remember Dave Vanian wearing a mask over his face when he first entered
the club. I’ve been a fan of theirs ever since and have seen them many times since. As
a matter of fact, they are scheduled to perform in San Francisco on April 14 2016. I
plan on going!”
Moving on to Made In Japan how did you all meet up – clubs, adverts?
“Sometime in 1976 Tony was living in San Francisco. I didn’t know him at the time
but we had a mutual friend who thought Tony and I had a lot in common as far as

musical background so he introduced us. We hit it off immediately and started
playing music together. After a while Tony moved to England to continue his studies
in law school at London University. It was there in 1977 that Tony and Dave met in
Chelsea. They started to write songs together and eventually recorded under the
name Stiletto. They recorded at Mayfair Sound Studios with Trevor Vallis as the
producer. They reached number 4 on the charts with their song “Who’s Driving Your
Airplane” and appeared on Holland TV. They attracted some interest in the States
and since Tony was originally from Los Angeles, both Dave and Tony moved to LA.
Once in Los Angeles, Tony and I got back in touch with each other and talked about
starting a band. I decided to move to Los Angeles from San Francisco to give it a go.
Before I arrived, Tony and Dave met T. S. Waters (then known by his real name; Teddy
Scalise) and hired him as the new drummer. Teddy was a perfect fit for the band. We
rehearsed at Falcon Sound Studios in Hollywood and performed all over Los Angeles.
After about a year as a four piece, Barry Paul came to town and both Dave and Tony
were old mates of his from the early days in England. He was in between bands so we
asked him to join our band. He played with us live and recorded with us and was in
the band when we were hired to perform in the movie New Year's Evil"
How long was it before you
got the call to provide the
music for “New Year’s
Evil” (great title), I
understand Canon Films
liked you as soon as they
heard you and how many
tracks did you provide for
the movie?
"Can’t remember exactly how
long it was after we started
gigging that we auditioned
for the movie, but it wasn’t
immediately. Cannon had
auditioned many bands in
Hollywood so it was quite a
compliment when we were
chosen.
We recorded three songs for
the movie, two of which were
released on a promotional 7”
record.
The songs were:
Dumb Blondes,
The Cooler
and
Suicide Ways”.

I’ve just watched the trailer for the film – is that Made In Japan
at the beginning? In a parallel universe did you feel like The
Yardbirds playing in Blow Up?
“No. There was another band that was featured in the movie. We
first appeared later in the film and we had three appearances
throughout the movie. I remember The Yardbirds in Blow Up and
yes, it was the same type of experience. Cool that you think of that
comparison!”.
The two tracks chosen by HoZac Records are great – both
should have been hits, a very late ‘70s New Wave / Powerpop
sound – what were you all listening too at that time and were
you part of a movement?
“I sent HoZac over twenty recordings from our heyday, all were
equally strong in composition. The quality of the recordings varied
because they were all done at four different times and studios. As
far as I was concerned, I was happy with whatever songs they
chose, so the two that they picked were fine with me.
The music that we were listening to at the time was a combination
of what was going on currently and music from the past. Examples:
Rolling Stones, Squeeze, 10cc, Toots and the Maytals, Madness, The
Specials, Slade etc…
I never really considered us a part of movement. Punk and New
Wave was the rage at the time but I never felt that, that was our
message. However, Reggae was becoming more popular so we
incorporated that feel into some of our songs. Example: Is
There Life After You, Bamaloma, I Should Have Told That Girl”.
I can’t believe you weren’t snapped up by someone – was
there any interest from labels at the time?
“Yes, Virgin Records was interested in us for a while. We
worked with one of their A & R reps and they financed a
recording session. Sadly, nothing came of it”.
What happened after “New Years Evil” – did you record more
and continue playing – I’ve heard a few songs on YouTube –
there’s also a Ska theme to one – “Life After You”?
“Shortly after New Year’s Evil, I left the band and Los Angeles. My
day to day lifestyle was not working out and I needed a change.
Some members of the band continued to perform around town
for a short while but eventually disbanded”.
Your song “The Cooler” has a very Mod sound that was around at
the time – a bit of R&B like Nine Below Zero were doing – were
you aware of the UK music scene around the same time? The
singer Tony Fried had quite a Mod influence – target T-shirts

the jackets etc…
“Not only were there two Brits in the band, but both Tony
and I were totally influenced by the British Invasion in the
early Sixties. That influence is as strong today as it was
back then in the late 70’s”
Great work by HoZac – they sound like a cool label to work
with – how does it feel now to finally get some tracks out?
“I will forever be grateful to HoZac Records to have the
understanding and motivation to recognize and actually
help bring to the surface the talent and quality of Made In
Japan’s music. Even though the songs are 36 -37 years old that were written in
another era, they seem to hold up and do not sound dated. We recorded a lot of songs
in the late 70’s and I have never stopped listening to them. There were many years
that I lost contact with all of the guys from the band. It was through Facebook that I
was able to connect with Tony again. From there, we all got in touch and had a
reunion in Los Angeles in 2013 and I was able to share with them much of the
memorabilia and recordings that I had kept from our past. So yes, it is a wonderfully
rewarding feeling for me to finally have Made In Japan’s music unleashed to the
world!”
I read somewhere that all the original members had recorded a couple of years
back – did that produce anything?
“Absolutely! Fortunately all of the five original band members are alive and are
very much into making new music together. After our reunion in 2013, Tony
visited Dave in England and
together they layed down some
basic tracks for some new songs.
He brought the tracks back
to LA and the rest of us
recorded our parts. There
were about ten songs that
were completed. That has
been the process of how we
put together our new music.
Since then Tony has visited
Dave in England again and we
are currently working on more
songs”.
Are there any more tracks that will get a release – maybe a full album?
“There are enough recordings from the past to make a killer LP and then some. I’m
hoping that either HoZac or another record company will want to do it. The
agreement with HoZac Records was made for only the two songs on the single, so we
will see. Releasing more songs from the past would be great, but we would love to
have our new music on vinyl as well".

Finally – you’re still playing, this
time with The Cocktail Monkeys
– how is that going and who were
your bass heroes then and now?
“I’ve never stopped playing! I’ve
always been in one band or
another.
The Cocktail Monkeys is a local San
Francisco Bay Area cover band that
has been together for over ten
years. I manage the band and we
perform around 50 –60 gigs a year
for events such as: concerts, clubs,
weddings, private parties,
corporate parties etc… As
much as I enjoy playing other
people’s music, my heart and soul is much more into Made In Japan’s music.
The bass players that I listened to and was most influenced by when I started playing
the bass way back in 1964 and shortly thereafter are:
Bill Wyman – Rolling Stones, John Entwhistle – The Who, Chas Chandler - The
Animals, Glen Cornick – Jethro Tull, Dennis Dunaway – Alice Cooper, Andy Frasier –
Free”

My sincere thanks to Bobby for his time and all the pictures and info –
you can buy the single from many UK online dealers; Norman, Junpo etc
and I will keep you updated if and when HoZac release more of Made In
Japan – hopefully past and present.
© Heavy Soul! 2016

45s Of Desire
THE EYES OF BLUE
Don’t Ask Me To Mend Your
Broken Heart
Deram 1967
Price £30
The flip side to the band’s ace dancer
Supermarket Full Of Cans, this could have
easily been an A-side itself. This band had
SOUL and don’t get the credit they deserve
(see their cover of Heart Trouble too).
Pinching the intro to Darrell Banks’ Open The
Door To Your Heart the song erupts into an
Amen Cornerish piece of
Blue Eyed Soul.

LABELS
I
LOVE
Colemine (US)
The Colemine label was started in 2008 by two members of a Funk / Soul band
called Soundscape; David Cole and Louis Rideout. The duo had an album recorded
the previous year and wanted to get it out to the crowds who came to see them.
Initially running up 500 copies on CD these quickly sold out which came to the
attention of the label P-Vine. The Japanese label offered to license the album
which got Cole’s mind ticking over about releasing records himself.
The rhythm section from Soundscape cut the first release; a funky organ 45 under
the name of The Jive Turkeys and that broke Colemine into the funk/soul scene.
Run out of a love of music, the label has no plans to stop anytime soon as Terry
state ”We're content to plug away and make soul music the way we think it should
be made until people stop wanting to hear us or we're tired of doing it”.
Coming from Middletown, Ohio, the nearby city of Cincinnatti was home to James
Brown and King Records, also Bootsy Collins, The Ohio Players so there is plenty of
musical heritage that Cole grew up with. These influences shine through on the 45s
and LPs released by the label; Funk, Organ, Breaks, Soul and Jazz – it’s all there.
The singles are simply housed in generic paper bags for that old school feel with
the LPs getting the works; gatefold sleeves, coloured vinyl
There are a few UK importers of Colemine or you can shop the labels website
Recommendation; Colemine Singles 20/45 RPM – a collection of the labels singles
from 2014

GETTING
NOWHERE
FAST!

A personal round-up of the San Diego music scene
by a cornerstone of the Garage years; Ray Brandes….
The tales of many bands who although localised
were definitely on the radar in Europe and certainly
on my record player; Manual Scan, The Crawdaddy’s.
The Tell-Tale Hearts – US bands that captured the
‘60s Mod and British Invasion sound perfectly.
A lot of bands we may not have known much about
are included too; early Punkers The Zero’s and The
Penetrators, The Dinettes, the Rockabilly sounds of
The Unknowns and many more….
It’s a great read for those in South West America, but
also for those with an interest in regional tales of how
scenes grow and intergrate…
Ray kindly spent some time with Heavy Soul!
If anyone was in the right place at the right time to capture these memories it’s you.
The bands you played in are legendary, even over here in the UK – that’s some
musical CV! Can you give us a quick run-down?
“I started my musical career with a band called the Ideals, back in the late seventies,
which also included Carl Rusk (the Mystery Machine, Nashville Ramblers) and Paul
Carsola (with whom I played with most recently). Following that, I was the lead singer
of the Hedgehogs, a Merseybeat/Beatles at the Star Club type band; the lead singer of
the Mystery Machine; the lead singer of the Tell-Tale Hearts; guitarist and singer in the
Town Criers. For a few months I sang with the Shambles, then played solo and released
solo recordings up until a few years ago, when I played with the Sidewalk Scene,
composed of former members of the Crawdaddys, Tell-Tale Hearts and Hedgehogs. In
1999 I toured Spain briefly with the Riot Act, a band made up of membes of the Tell-Tale
Hearts, Zeros, Crawdaddys and Manual Scan”.
What was the music scene in San Diego like then, we’re talking post punk, very early
‘80s – judging by the bands you played in, the 60s / Garage scene must have been
pretty healthy?
“It might appear that way, but truthfully there was not a whole lot happening. There
was a handful of struggling bands trying to garner some public recognition, but most
were unheard of, even locally. Until the last twenty years or so, San Diego, despite being
a rather large city, was quite provincial in its tastes. Several of the bands in the book
were virtually unknown at home, and were much more popular overseas”.
San Diego itself has quite a rich musical heritage; Frank Zappa, Iron Butterfly, Gary
Puckett, Tom Waits, going onto Blink 182, Stone Temple Pilots and Rocket From The
Crypt – these are just the success stories – all different styles, but the music culture
must be in the air – any reason why so much talent has surfaced?

“It looks like an impressive list, until you consider that it’s over a period of about 50 years.
I think the amount of talent has been pretty consistent with a city of close to two million
residents. What I do find interesting is that being in the shadow of Los Angeles, San
Diegans—at least until the 1990s or so, when due to the success of STP and Pearl Jam,
who had tenuous Diego connections, major labels started to pay attention—San Diego
seems to have had an inferiority complex. It used to be common practice for bands who
wanted to “make it” to move to Los Angeles or San Francisco. But I do believe we’ve had
some passionate individuals who, through their tireless efforts over the years in music,
writing, and art, have made it seem like we’ve had a more thriving scene than we’ve had! “.
How would you describe San Diego – how has it changed over the years – from all I can
see it looks a fantastic coastal town…
“It’s in a beautiful natural setting, with beaches, mountains, the desert and a near perfect
climate year round. As I argue in the book, it had a small town mindset for many years,
and was known mostly as a sleepy Navy town with a great zoo. The setting and climate
have probably contributed to a laziness and creative indifference over the years, and the
city’s residents have often preferred surfing to culture. Culturally, there’s been a shift in
the past several years, and there’s a resurgence of bands, clubs, bars and nightlife, and
San Diego has become known as a great beer city as well. It’s a wonderful place to live,
but the cost of living is outrageous, so we often say we are paying for the weather”.
How did the idea for the book come about and what was the process involved?
“I started with the thought that there has been little to no accounting of the bands that
were important to me (and those in which I had participated) outside of a few articles in
local music magazines. Most San Diego music history articles I’d read seemed to focus
upon the 1990s, as though nothing had come before it. A recent film, “It’s Gonna Blow,”
related the history of the music scene here, but emphasized the years 1986-1996. I began
by writing a series of band histories for the website cheunderground.com, and then after a
few years realized that with a few more I had the makings of a nice little history. I had to
be judicious about the bands I chose, and I decided to settle upon influential bands who
did not sign tomajor labels and whose careers began and ended and ended here in San
Diego”.
As an insider, what are the fondest
memories of growing up musically
and personally in your area with all
these great bands around?
“More than anything else, I feel
fortunate to have been able to be part
of an influential scene that included
some incredible talents. Ron Silva,
Mike Stax, Carl Rusk—they are all good
friends of mine and I am fortunate to be
part of the story of our city’s musical
history alongside of them”.

THE TELL-TALE HEARTS

Music is still very much in your blood, from performing and releasing still to your
chosen profession – how do you keep the flame burning?
“Unfortunately, life often intrudes upon my grand musical schemes. It's difficult to find
the time and resources to make music these days, but it’s what gives me the most joy. I
t don’t know what I’d do without a guitar around. At the moment I’m without a band—my

last group, the Sidewalk Scene fizzled out after releasing what I consider to be a pretty
good little EP (it’s available on itunes and cdbaby.com, by the way)”.
Yourself and Bart Mendoza have been in several bands together – the Lennon /
McCartney of the South West if you like, how did your
THE CRAWDADDY'S
relationship grow over the years and who else has been a
close ally?
“I’d say Bart and had parallel careers that have intersected a
couple of times. I played in the Shambles for several months at
the outset, but at the time I was just coming into my own as a
solo performer and wanted to give that a shot. Several years
later, we toured for a couple of weeks with some other local
musicians as the Riot Act. Interestingly enough we have never
written any songs together. As I mentioned earlier, my most
frequent collaborators have been members of the Crawdaddys
and Tell-Tale Hearts: Ron Silva, Mike Stax, Peter Miesner, Carl
Rusk, Mark Zadarnowski, Eric Bacher and David Klowden. I
couldn’t count all of the bands we’ve been in together in various combinations!”.
How has the book been received, both locally and further afield – I would imagine very
well judging on its nostalgic tome – recurring people’s memories?
“The book has been very well received by most. A comment I hear a lot is that it dredges
up wonderful memories for those who were there, and for those who weren’t, paints a
pretty detailed picture. The book has done well locally and in places where there are
connections to San Diego—Los Angeles and San Francisco, for example. It’s being sold
through the Ugly Things webstore now, so I’m hoping those who have an interest in the
bands in the book will consider buying it”.
Finally, what’s next – another volume?
“I’ve heard from several musicians already—why isn’t my
band in the book?!? I explain in the introduction that this
book was not meant to be a comprehensive history, and
there are definitely enough opportunities for several more
volumes. A couple of years ago I started a biography of my
good friend Gary Heffern, who sang with the Penetrators. I
owe it to him to finish that before I publish anything else.
I’m also working on putting out an EP of Tell-Tale Hearts
demos through Ugly Things, and perhaps a compilation of Tell-Tale Hearts material
through Bomp!”.
Many thanks to Ray – the book is available on Amazon now and I recommend a YouTube trawl to hear
the band © Heavy Soul! 2016

THE PENETRATORS

THE ZERO'S

NEW CDs OUT NOW…
Bristol Boys Make More Noise
A great exploration of bands from 1979 – ’87 from the Bristol
area including Thin Air and The Records, who both supported
The Jam. A mixture of straight Mod bands (The Newbeats,
Mayfair), alongside T20 Tone influenced Ska and Powerpop.
This 21 track CD will precede a book on the same subject.

The Jazz In You; Mod From the Jazz Side
Oh no – another budget collection with Mod in the title…. no
filler on this though and a 2CD collection for under a fiver.
With a selection recorded between the years of 1952 – 1962
and all none Blue Note there is more than enough on the forty
tracks to keep you “swinging”; Nina Simone “Work Song”,
Jimmy Witherspoon “Hey Mrs. Jones”, Ray Charles “Hide Nor
Hair”, Booker T’s “Jellybread” and Cal Tjaders “Mamblues” to
name a few.

Q65 – Nothing But Trouble
Ace collection from Rev-Ola from the Nederbeat masters
(along with The Outsides of course!). In the early years
covered on this single disc, the raw Rhythm ‘n’ Blues rips
through the speakers from the debut Decca 45 “You’re The
Victor” through other early punkers like “The Life I Live” and
“I Despise You”. The title sums the band up completely –
much like The Pretty Things, the band stripped the Blues right
back to make a sound of their own

The Truth – A Step In The Right Direction
Much like when Weller split The Jam to try something new,
Dennis Greaves new band after Nine Below Zero were
completely different – out went the harmonica and suits and
in came a more soulful sound and the look was more casual
mixed with Mod… and the music was great. All the tracks
culled here by Cherry Red on the three CDs are from ’83 – ’84
with the singles A+B’s and BBC sessions and a live gig from
the Marquee.

Out Of Left Field: Where Soul Meets Country
I passed on this when I saw the word “Country” but after a
quick listen to a few tracks I got hooked; Bobby Bare taking
“Find Out What’s Happening” is great as is Linda Martell’s
“Color Him Father” but it is quite ballad-ridden with big Soul
hits of the day (Warm And Tender Love”, “Dock Of The Bay”,
“Baby I’m Yours” etc) and that Country “Twang” grates after a
few tracks but good fun.

AVAILABLE FROM THE STORE;
www.heavysoul45s.co.uk

COMING SOON

TRACKS USED IN HEAVY SOUL! #32
Page 1
BUDDY ACE
Screaming Please
Pages 2 - 3
DAVID BOWIE
I Dig Everything
Pages 4 - 5
PAUL YOUNG
Baby You Blow My
Mind
Pages 6 - 7
DAVE DAVANI FOUR
The Jupe
Pages 8 - 9
MILES DAVIS
Freddie Freeloader
Pages 10 -11
JIMMY SMITH
Uh Ruh
Pages 12 - 13
THE LOST BOYS
A Better Life
(unmixed)
Pages 14 - 15
THE MIRACLES
Ooo Baby Baby
Pages 16 - 17
LARRY BRIGHT
Bacon Fat
Pages 18 - 19
DOWNLINERS SECT
Everything I've Got
To Give
Pages 20 - 21
LONNIE SMITH
Move Your Hand
Pages 22 - 23
THE ELECTRIC PRUNES
I Had Too Much
To Dream Last Night
Pages 24 - 25
JUNIOR WELLS
Shotgun Blues
Pages 26 - 27
THE ISLEY BROTHERS
Baby Don't Do It
Pages 28 - 29
CHRIS FARLOWE
Treat Her Good
Pages 30 - 31
MAKIN' TIME
Take What You Can
Get
Pages 32 - 33
THE THREADS
Man With A
Thousand Faces
Pages 34 - 35
ERIC DOLPHY
Out To Lunch
Pages 36 - 37
JUNIOR WELLS
Up In Heah
Pages 38 - 39
THE SHANGRI-LA's
Give Him A Great Big
Kiss
Pages 40 - 41
MADE IN JAPAN
Dumb Blondes
Pages 42 - 43
MADE IN JAPAN
The Cooler
Pages 44 - 45
THE EYES OF BLUE
Don't Ask Me To
Mend Your Broken Heart
Pages 46 - 47
THE TELL-TALE HEARTS
Crawling Back To
Me
Pages 48 - 49
THE CRAWDADDYs
Why Don't You Smile
Now

